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Sustainable Range

Actionpoint has a reputation for being
at the forefront of the packaging
industry when it comes to product
innovation; and our Eden range is no
exception.
Our industry standing means we are
often the ﬁrst to hear about new
innovative solutions that can help you
to formulate an ethical supply chain.
Over the past few years, we have
designed and developed a range of
sustainable, climate-neutral packaging
products. With sustainability at the
heart of this range, we made sure that
all product materials are
biodegradable and generate minimal
or zero waste.
‘Going Green’ should not be diﬃcult, so
we oﬀer next day delivery and keep
cost down to ensure you a hassle-free
experience whilst lowering your carbon
footprint.
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Why choose eden?
• Our eden range is made up of high-quality products that
oﬀer excellent performance

• All products are sustainable and cost eﬀective

• We oﬀer next day delivery options

• Bespoke options are available

• We have an in-house new product development team, who
can work with our customers to source more unique
sustainable product options

• Your packaging will be more eco-friendly

• Could be exempt from the 2022 plastic packaging tax

eden self-adhesive paper tape
• made from brown or white kraft paper
• can be used in standard tape dispensers
• 100% recyclable
• can be custom printed

eden reinforced gummed paper tape
• can be used in a standard tape dispenser
• 100% recyclable & biodegradable
• can be custom printed
• water activated adhesive
• reinforced for greater security and tamper evidence
• can be used in semi-auto or fully auto dispensers

eden reinforced self adhesive paper tape
• made from brown kraft paper
• reinforced for greater security and tamper evidence
• can be used in a standard tape dispenser

eden documents enclosed wallets
• 100% paper - no plastics
• manufactured from biodegradable glassline paper
• solvent free
• printed DOCUMENTS ENCLOSED

eden polybags
• contains 30% recycled post consumer waste
• exempt from the plastic packaging tax
• large stock range available
• suitable for food use

eden padded mailers
• free from plastic
• 100% recyclable & biodegradable
• super lightweight
• available in all standard sizes

eden e-stretch
• thin, high performance so you use less than traditional ﬁlms
• pre-stretched, so it’s more eﬃcient and user-friendly
• double the length (600m) of standard palletwrap
• triple reinforced edges on the roll to prevent damage
• available in diﬀerent thicknesses

eden paper strapping
• biodegradable and environmentally friendly
• quick and easy to apply
• can be used in certain strapping machines without any
• adaptation
• strong and robust

eden edge guards
• Made from strong & robust ﬁbreboard
• Available in various thicknesses
• Stock sizes available as well as custom sizes
• Protects the edges of your goods and adds pallet stability
• 100% recyclable

eden bio bubble
• biodegradable - starts to biodegrade when exposed to
•
•
•
•

sunlight, microbes and heat
can be used for void ﬁll or wrapping
no change in material type or feel so can be used like standard
bubblewrap
green in colour to convey it’s eco friendly credentials

eden paper bubble
• paper rather than plastics
• 100% biodegradable and compostable
• available in brown or white
• supplied in handy sheet format
• looks neater than plastic bubblewrap

Our Insight eden programme allows us to work with you to create more
sustainable and socially responsible packaging solutions.
An independent packaging expert will review your packaging processes
and look at areas where you can improve on your waste, plastic use and
time, whilst keeping your costs low.
Insight eden isn’t just about switching to more environmentally friendly
materials; we’ve also been looking into more eﬃcient, cleaner ways of
packaging goods, especially when it comes to bespoke packaging
solutions.
If you are interested in making your packaging processes more sustainable
contact your account manager or email support@actionpoint.co.uk.

Talk to a
packaging
expert:
support@actionpoint.co.uk
0800 840 9570

